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INTRODUCTION
Of the hundred millions who make up the population of the
United States ten millions come from a stock ethnically alien to the
other ninety millions. They are not descended from ancestors who
came here voluntarily, in the spirit of adventure to better themselves or in the spirit of devotion to make sure of freedom to worship God in their own way. They are the grandchildren of men and
women brought here against their wills to serve as slaves. It is only
half-a-century since they received their freedom and since they
were at last permitted to own themselves. They are now American
citizens, with the rights and the duties of other American citizens;
and they know no language, no literature and no law other than
those of their fellow citizens of Anglo-Saxon ancestry.
When we take stock of ourselves these ten millions cannot be left
out of account. Yet they are not as we are; they stand apart, more or
less; they have their own distinct characteristics. It behooves us to
understand them as best we can and to discover what manner of
people they are. And we are justified in inquiring how far they have
revealed themselves, [xii] their racial characteristics, their abiding
traits, their longing aspirations,—how far have they disclosed these
in one or another of the several arts. They have had their poets, their
painters, their composers, and yet most of these have ignored their
racial opportunity and have worked in imitation and in emulation
of their white predecessors and contemporaries, content to handle
again the traditional themes. The most important and the most significant contributions they have made to art are in music,—first in
the plaintive beauty of the so-called "Negro spirituals"—and, secondly, in the syncopated melody of so-called "ragtime" which has
now taken the whole world captive.
In poetry, especially in the lyric, wherein the soul is free to find
full expression for its innermost emotions, their attempts have been,
for the most part, divisible into two classes. In the first of these may
be grouped the verses in which the lyrist put forth sentiments
common to all mankind and in no wise specifically those of his own
race; and from the days of Phyllis Wheatley to the present the most
of the poems written by men who were not wholly white are indistinguishable from the poems written by men who were wholly
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white. Whatever their merits might be, these verses cast [xiii] little
or no light upon the deeper racial sentiments of the people to whom
the poets themselves belonged. But in the lyrics to be grouped in the
second of these classes there was a racial quality. This contained the
dialect verses in which there was an avowed purpose of recapturing
the color, the flavor, the movement of life in "the quarters," in the
cotton field and in the canebrake. Even in this effort, white authors
had led the way; Irvin Russell and Joel Chandler Harris had made
the path straight for Paul Laurence Dunbar, with his lilting lyrics,
often infused with the pathos of a down-trodden folk.
In the following pages Mr. James Weldon Johnson conforms to
both of these traditions. He gathers together a group of lyrics, delicate in workmanship, fragrant with sentiment, and phrased in pure
and unexceptionable English. Then he has another group of dialect
verses, racy of the soil, pungent in flavor, swinging in rhythm and
adroit in rhyme. But where he shows himself a pioneer is the halfdozen larger and bolder poems, of a loftier strain, in which he has
been nobly successful in expressing the higher aspirations of his
own people. It is in uttering this cry for recognition, for sympathy,
for understanding, and above all, for justice, that Mr. Johnson is
most original and most powerful. In the superb and soaring [xiv]
stanzas of "Fifty Years" (published exactly half-a-century after the
signing of the Emancipation Proclamation) he has given us one of
the noblest commemorative poems yet written by any American,—a
poem sonorous in its diction, vigorous in its workmanship, elevated
in its imagination and sincere in its emotion. In it speaks the voice of
his race; and the race is fortunate in its spokesman. In it a fine theme
has been finely treated. In it we are made to see something of the
soul of the people who are our fellow citizens now and forever,—
even if we do not always so regard them. In it we are glad to acclaim a poem which any living poet might be proud to call his own.
Brander Matthews.
Columbia University
in the City of New York.
[1]
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FIFTY YEARS & OTHER POEMS

FIFTY YEARS
1863-1913
O brothers mine, to-day we stand
Where half a century sweeps our ken,
Since God, through Lincoln's ready hand,
Struck off our bonds and made us men.
Just fifty years—a winter's day—
As runs the history of a race;
Yet, as we look back o'er the way,
How distant seems our starting place!
Look farther back! Three centuries!
To where a naked, shivering score,
Snatched from their haunts across the seas,
Stood, wild-eyed, on Virginia's shore.
Far, far the way that we have trod,
From heathen kraals and jungle dens,
To freedmen, freemen, sons of God,
Americans and Citizens.
A part of His unknown design,
We've lived within a mighty age;
And we have helped to write a line
On history's most wondrous page.
[2]
A few black bondmen strewn along
The borders of our eastern coast,
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Now grown a race, ten million strong,
An upward, onward marching host.
Then let us here erect a stone,
To mark the place, to mark the time;
A witness to God's mercies shown,
A pledge to hold this day sublime.
And let that stone an altar be,
Whereon thanksgivings we may lay,
Where we, in deep humility,
For faith and strength renewed may pray.
With open hearts ask from above
New zeal, new courage and new pow'rs,
That we may grow more worthy of
This country and this land of ours.
For never let the thought arise
That we are here on sufferance bare;
Outcasts, asylumed 'neath these skies,
And aliens without part or share.
This land is ours by right of birth,
This land is ours by right of toil;
We helped to turn its virgin earth,
Our sweat is in its fruitful soil.
[3]
Where once the tangled forest stood,—
Where flourished once rank weed and thorn,—
Behold the path-traced, peaceful wood,
The cotton white, the yellow corn.
To gain these fruits that have been earned,
To hold these fields that have been won,
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Our arms have strained, our backs have burned,
Bent bare beneath a ruthless sun.
That Banner which is now the type
Of victory on field and flood—
Remember, its first crimson stripe
Was dyed by Attucks' willing blood.
And never yet has come the cry—
When that fair flag has been assailed—
For men to do, for men to die,
That have we faltered or have failed.
We've helped to bear it, rent and torn,
Through many a hot-breath'd battle breeze;
Held in our hands, it has been borne
And planted far across the seas.
And never yet—O haughty Land,
Let us, at least, for this be praised—
Has one black, treason-guided hand
Ever against that flag been raised.
[4]
Then should we speak but servile words,
Or shall we hang our heads in shame?
Stand back of new-come foreign hordes,
And fear our heritage to claim?
No! stand erect and without fear,
And for our foes let this suffice—
We've bought a rightful sonship here,
And we have more than paid the price.
And yet, my brothers, well I know
The tethered feet, the pinioned wings,
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The spirit bowed beneath the blow,
The heart grown faint from wounds and stings;
The staggering force of brutish might,
That strikes and leaves us stunned and daezd;
The long, vain waiting through the night
To hear some voice for justice raised.
Full well I know the hour when hope
Sinks dead, and 'round us everywhere
Hangs stifling darkness, and we grope
With hands uplifted in despair.
Courage! Look out, beyond, and see
The far horizon's beckoning span!
Faith in your God-known destiny!
We are a part of some great plan.
[5]
Because the tongues of Garrison
And Phillips now are cold in death,
Think you their work can be undone?
Or quenched the fires lit by their breath?
Think you that John Brown's spirit stops?
That Lovejoy was but idly slain?
Or do you think those precious drops
From Lincoln's heart were shed in vain?
That for which millions prayed and sighed,
That for which tens of thousands fought,
For which so many freely died,
God cannot let it come to naught.
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